
   
 
 

And?  By Gene Bellinger 

 

 

While initially titled "Systems Thinking: Bah! Humbug!" the presentation was retitled to "And?" which 

might make more sense if you were there or get a chance to watch the video. 

 

The presentation represents a compression of 45 years of trial and learning into about 30 minutes. 

 

We typically approach problems by trying to beat them into submission though from a systems 

perspective they might be better looked at as an opportunity to evolve the situation. 

 

From the accidental reading of Stafford Beer's "Platform for Change" I became a systems evangelist to 

the point where people who asked me what I did shortly thereafter had their eyes glaze over as they 

were asking themselves "Why did I ask, and how do I get him to stop." 

 

For eight decades since the work of Bertalanffy in the 1930's we've been trying to sell systems thinking 

to the world and for the most part they're not buying. Mostly because as Pogo said, "We have met the 

enemy and he is us!" 

 

There was a time when I thought Systems Thinking was just a not very grown up version of System 

Dynamics for as Senge said, "We become what we do." Fortunately from the work of Michael C. Jackson 

in "Systems Thinking: Creative Holism for Managers" the reasons for the myriad of models and methods 

which claim to embrace the systems paradigm became apparent. 

 

About this time I also had a couple of rather amazing Aha! moments. One about how I actually create 

models by simply asking repeatedly "And, What does this influence?" along with "And, what influences 

this?" I had no idea that all of Systems Thinking could be distilled down to the question of "And?" 

 

The 2nd Aha! moement had to do with making a connection between a model and a play. If you attend a 

play you understand how the relationships between the members of the play unfold from one act to 

another and at the end of the play you leave with the story in mind. If the playwright handed you the 

script and asked you five minutes later what you thought you'd have little capacity to comprehend the 

play from that perspective in that time frame. We've essentially inflicted our models on people in a 

similar manner giving them little hope of really understanding. It was this Aha! moment that changed 

me from a Systems Thinker to a Storyteller of relationships and their implications. 

 

I now spend my time with people enabling them to create stories about relationships. As the Heath 

Brothers claimed in their recent book "Moments" what you need is 1) A clear insight; 2) Compressed in 

time; 3) Presented in such a way that the audience discovers it themselves. 

 

Two references that may be of some interest. 

 



   
 
 
And? It's All Connected: https://bra.in/8jga2p 

Systems Thinking Postscript: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKzdd63CdN0 

 

https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbra.in%2F8jga2p&data=02%7C01%7Cjmonat%40wpi.edu%7C2b1fa2dfa5674717411a08d74bf8fcd9%7C589c76f5ca1541f9884b55ec15a0672a%7C0%7C0%7C637061405080826515&sdata=q6ZuPOtEiRIKZu0fhPvq3KxYTVAxM%2FBvtkgScEr1guc%3D&reserved=0
https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DWKzdd63CdN0&data=02%7C01%7Cjmonat%40wpi.edu%7C2b1fa2dfa5674717411a08d74bf8fcd9%7C589c76f5ca1541f9884b55ec15a0672a%7C0%7C0%7C637061405080826515&sdata=L16rm46MhxED7SG2LJqALzRypLVhjsHBN77%2FtLSNGvA%3D&reserved=0

